
This I Believe Unit: EDITING & REVISION CHECKLIST 

I swear that I have used this checklist to make sure that my “This I Believe” Essay is the best I can make it. 

 

Signed, ___________________________________ 

 

Check your essay for: 

 Format: 12 point font, 1” margins, title, double-spaced 

 An engaging, effective introduction 

 Well organized: introduction, body paragraphs, conclusion 

 A clearly stated belief shaped by personal experience 

 Engaging, interesting, important, personal anecdote(s) 

 Insightful reflection on impact of anecdote and/or how experience shaped belief 

 Vivid details, where necessary 

 An effectively communicated message 

 Precise word choice 

 Varied sentence length and paragraph length. 

 A deeply thoughtful, insightful conclusion 

 

Correct your essay for errors: 

 Sentences, sentences, sentences! 

 Two independent clauses are joined correctly 

 Eliminate run on sentences (needs period, a comma-conjunction, or a semi-colon). 

 Eliminate comma splices (using a comma where you should use a period, a comma-conjunction, or a semi-colon). 

 Spelling errors 

 Capitalization used where needed 

 Punctuation clarifies writer’s meaning. 

 Check and fix: their vs. there vs. they’re 

 Check and fix: your vs. you’re 

 Check and fix: it’s (always means it is) vs. its 

 Get somebody to proofread! 

 

Things to consider: 

 Is your essay written in 1st person? It probably should be. 

 Your sentences should create rhythm; remember you’ll give it as an oral presentation; practice, practice, practice! 

 Conclusion should connect to what the belief means for how you will live your life, and/or for how you see the world. 

 Anecdotes and reflections-smoothly sequenced/ordered 

 Consider your purpose for writing. Do you achieve it? 

 

Strategies for improving your writing: 

 Use the rubric to “assess” your essay and find areas you should work to improve. 

 Analyze mentor texts—what does that writer do that is effective? How could you do it in your own writing?  

 Get a peer, a parent, any willing person to read it over and give you honest but helpful feedback. 

 Revisit details to include; remove unimportant details 

 Revise your anecdote(s); make sure they are about your experience, not somebody else’s. 


